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Area: 621 m2 Type: Residential Land
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Contact agent

This vacant block of land nestled in Burleigh Heads, offers a unique blend of beach lifestyle allure and vibrant community

spirit. With its renowned surf culture, artistic vibes, and bustling culinary scene, this one is sure to sell.   * Set in the leafy

private " Cashmere Estate" is this vacant 621m2 block, only a short stroll to Famous Burleigh Beach.* A once in a lifetime

opportunity to acquire property on Burleigh hill with 270 degree views overlooking the Hinterland; south to Mount

Warning & north to Surfers Paradise. * A blank canvas to build your dream home on this unique 37.2metre frontage block;

the skies the limit with this one.* Imagine being able to build your dream home in such an amazing location with views that

will create your sunset memories.* Whether you are going for an early surf, a coffee or out for tea, in this trendy part of

town. You can always come home and chill out to your epic views!* Several schools, shops and transport are only down the

road as well!!* FYI lot number 5 is 6/88 Hill Avenue, Burleigh Heads. Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to

ensure the accuracy of these particulars, no warranty is given by the vendor or the agent as to their accuracy. Interested

parties should not rely on these particulars as representations of fact but must instead satisfy themselves by inspection or

otherwise. Although high standards have been used in the preparation of this document, no legal responsibility can be

accepted by Professionals Collective for any loss or damage resulting from the content or the use of this information. Any

photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, amounts,

measurements, distances, and all other numerical information is approximate information only.


